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The Stove with Many Options…

The Cosmo Series Has It All

Ten unique style variations make the Cosmo series one of the most versatile wood burning stoves in the
Wittus collection. The Cosmo is a balanced combination of contemporary Danish design and measured
energy efficiency. Specifically designed to burn at 81% capacity, the Cosmo boasts “clean, pure
environment” in every stove.
The ten versions include:
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All Cosmo models utilize the same firebox that measures 15”w x 13”d x 17”h. The body of the Cosmo
is available in black or gray steel with top or rear venting.
Winning design features include the sleek cast iron door with its large, curved tempered glass viewing
window, a locking system with a uniquely hidden “finger top” control wheel, and the ash drawer
cleverly tucked in behind the door; and for all models other than the Cosmo Pedestal, a steel door at the
bottom opens to reveal a compartment for storage. The Cosmo is undeniably one of the most
adaptable, cosmopolitan stoves that Wittus has to offer.

Here comes the COSMO!
Have you heard the news? The Cosmo series from Jydepejsen is on its way. What’s so
special about the Cosmo? This series is a versatile, well designed line of wood burning
stoves from Denmark that will be replacing the Wood Burning Stoves: Trendline, Fineline,
Athene, Zeus, Softline, Troja and Avanti. Ten unique style variations make the Cosmo
series one of the most versatile wood burning stove series in the Wittus collection.

Distinct features of the Cosmo series include:
•

New cast iron top & door: Cast iron is stronger and retains the heat better than

steel
•

Same door style for all models

•

Larger curved glass viewing area

•

Same firebox dimensions: 15”w x 13”d x 17”h

•

New locking system:

With “finger top” control wheel for fine tuning heat

adjustment
•
•

Competitive pricing

•

Clean, simple lines

•

More substantial stove body: A more substantial body designed for stability

New steel base on the Cosmo Pedestal: Stable and well balanced

and presence.
•

Cool handle: Conveniently positioned below and away from the firebox

•

DuplicAir System: For controlled stove lighting and combustion

•

Air wash system: Keeps the window clean and clear

•

Cladding selections: Steel, soapstone & sandstone

•

Top or rear venting

Having variety at your fingertips is essential for promoting your business. One stove with
many style choices is a sure bet. The Cosmo has it all.

